Twenty Russian Companies receive the award«Russian
Nanotechnology Product»
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Twenty Russian innovative companies are awarded the symbol “Russian
Nanotechnology Product” which certifies product quality and safety, and
also the fact the product is produced with nanotechnology. The award
ceremony was held in Moscow within the framework of IV Congress of
nanotechnology companies.
Anatoly Chubais, the Chairman of the Management Committee of
“ROSNANO” and Aleksey Abramov, the Head of Rosstandard bestowed the
symbol diploma to companies’ representatives.
In 2013, during the II Congress of Nano Industry Companies, the Fund of
Infrastructural and Educational Programs of ROSNANO and ROSSTANDARD
came up with the initiative to create a special identifying symbol for the
national innovation products produced with Nano technology. Companies
with enthusiasm supported this initiative and the following year, during the
III Congress, 24 Russian companies were awarded the symbol.
This year, 20 more companies earned the right to be awarded the symbol.
The companies’ profiles include manufacturing of construction materials,
solar batteries, polymers and composite materials, and many other
products. Moscow IMET presenting Nano cement technology is among those
exclusive twenty companies.
The symbol “Russian Nanotechnology Product” is awarded to products,
manufactures inside the Russian Federation from local raw materials.
Besides that, the product has to comply with safety requirements for
humans and environment and have documents confirming no violation of
intellectual property rights.
Every manufacturer, claiming the right to use the symbol «Russian
Nanotechnology Products», submitted the proper set of documents,
certifying the quality and safety of it’s product received an opportunity for
free of charge expert evaluation and analysis of their products. The
evaluation experts from the appropriate innovative industry field conduct
independent state analysis and evaluation of a product to comply with
requirements of awarding the symbol. The decision to award the symbol is
then made by a special Commission made with representatives of the Fund
of Infrastructural and Educational Programs of ROSNANO and ROSSTANDARD,
experts from ROSSTANDARD and Environmental Authorities. Upon the award
receipt, a company may exercise the right to use its product for commercial
purposes. 	
  

